PMS - 1665 C
VERMILION
PMS - 1485 C
ORANGE SHERBET
PMS - 540 C
COLORS SHOWN MAY SLIGHTLY DIFFER FROM ACTUAL PAINT COLOR,
PLEASE REFER TO PANTONE SWATCHES FOR MORE ACCURATE COLOR MATCHING

SAFETY DATA SHEETS : ALPHA6CORPORATION.COM/SDS

Professional paint and custom tools for artists and
craftsmen in the Pinstriping,Sign Painting,and
Graphic Arts fields.
It is our mission to honor artists in the graphic arts
medias by creating tools and paints that will help
them to succeed. By utilizing our fantastic team of
artists,and listening to the feedback from our
customers,we continually ensure the high quality of
our current products,as well as develop new ones,to
stay up to date with the changing needs of our
customers and retailers.
DIRECTIONS: Use on canvas,paper,fabric,wood,plaster,
masonry,paper-mache,or most non-slick,non-oily
surfaces. Thin with water or with AlphaKrylik mediums.
Mixes with most other acrylic or water-based paints or tints
designed for use in water-based paints. Overthinning with
water may result in poor adhesion. Do not allow to dry on
brushes or tools. Clean up with soap and water. Dries
permanent and water resistant. For best results,use and
store between 65-85 Degrees Fahrenheit.

ALPHA6CORPORATION.COM

DARK BLUE
PMS -287 C
ULTRAMARINE
PMS - 290 C
LIGHT BLUE
PMS - 3302 C
DARK GREEN
PMS -2259 C
BRIGHT GREEN
PMS - 376 C
SLIME GREEN
PMS -456 C

PMS - 151 C
BRIGHT ORANGE
PMS - 2013 C

PMS - 102C
BRIGHT YELLOW

COLOR GUIDE

LIGHT ORANGE
PMS - 202 C

PMS - 11 C
DARK GRAY

PMS 431 C
MEDIUM GRAY

PMS - 6C
LIGHT GRAY

ALPHA WHITE

PMS - 2372 C
DEEP PURPLE

PMS - 301 C
BRIGHT BLUE
PMS - 2141 C
BABY BLUE

BLACK

PMS - 419 C
DARK OLIVE
PMS - 7750 C
ARMY GREEN
PMS - 2424 C
MONSTER GREEN
PMS - 359 C
MINT GREEN
PMS - 7549 C
DARK YELLOW

DIJON

ACRYLIC PAINT

PMS - 460 C
LEMON SHERBET

PMS - 2607 C
BRIGHT PURPLE

PMS - 2071 C
VIOLET

PMS - 7443 C
BLACKBERRY SHERBET

PMS - 483 C
CHOCOLATE RASPBERRY

PMS - 484 C
BRICK RED

PMS - 2035 C
BRIGHT RED

PMS - 2029 C
DARK PINK

PMS - 196 C

PMS - 698 C
RASPBERRY SHERBET

PINK
PMS - 166 C
DARK ORANGE

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

CAN I REDUCE IT WITH WATER?

Alphakrylik is scientifically formulated,
mixed,and bottled in Detroit,MI. Alphakrylik
is formulated with ground pigments rather
than dyes in order to be more opaque to
ensure single stroke coverage allowing for
faster drying times,ahigher opacity out of
the bottle,better weather resistance
outdoors.
We strive for constant improvement to ensure
that Alphanamel not only ranks as the best
lettering enamel on the market,but that it
stays that way. Since we are an artist owned
company,we are able to cut any red tape in
the way of ensuring that every batch
produced is properly tested and any
necessary adjustments are made prior to
release to ensure the quality of our paint at
the absolute highest it can be.

TIPS FOR USE

While it is of course possible to do so with
any water based paint,including
Alphakrylik,we recommend using our
specially formulated alphakrylik reducer to
ensure that the integrity of the paint is not
compromised during reduction.

Shake bottles thoroughly before use. Each
bottle has rattlers included to help mix the
paint,similar to using spray paint cans.

WHAT KIND OF PAINT IS ALPHAKRYLIK?

Alphakrylik is a highly pigmented water
based professional quality medium weight
sign acrylic. We use professional quality
ground pigments and carriers in our paints
to ensure that our paints are incredibly
durable,controllable,highly pigmented, and
provide the best possible coverage in the
market.

HOW DO I THIN IT OUT?

We recommend using our Alphakrylik
Airbrush Reducer in order to reduce your
acrylic paint for perfect flow for use with
your favorite painting tools or to lower
opacity without compromising the integrity
of the paints and pigments. This reducer is
specifically designed to work with our paint.
WHAT ABOUT LONGEVITY?

Alphakrylik has been environment-tested to
have a 4-6 year longevity when used
properly (proper prepping procedures and
correct reducers) in outdoor applications,
and permanent in indoor applications.
WHAT CAN I PAINT ON WITH IT?

Glass,Metal,Brick,Canvas,Acetate,Wood,
Paper,Leather,Tile,and so much more! Our
specially formulated paints have excellent
adhesion to almost any surface on both
indoor and outdoor applications.

Alphakryliks are compatible with other
acrylic mediums,as well as our own
Alphakrylik Reducer. You can use mediums
to change the weight and texture of the
paint.
Acrylic paints dry very quickly. If working
on a larger project where you need the
paint to stay workable for longer,add a
slow medium to your paint to help slow the
drying time.

STILL HAVE QUESTIONS?
E-MAIL US:
GAIL@ALPHA6CORPORATION.COM

FORMOREINFORMATIONVISIT:

ALPHA6CORPORATION.COM
FINDUSONLINE
@ALPHA6CORPORATION

